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Academy of Natural Sciences (Philadelphia): influence of German émigrés in, 105, 109
Adams, Herbert Baxter, 264, 265, 266, 269; advocates German historical scholarship, 268
Addams, Jane, 97
Adler, Felix, 93
Agozzin, Louis, 110; role in establishing resources for scientific study in U.S., 107–8
Alabama State College for Women: foundation of, 232
Allen, Nathaniel, 88
Allgemeiner Deutscher Lehrerverein: influence on German-American Teacher Association, 47
Alhoffer, Friedrich; and establishment of University of Strasbourg and graduate studies, 262
American Academy of Arts and Letters, 255
American Annals of Education and Instruction, 232
American Association for the Advancement of Science, 147
American Chemical Journal, 253
American Education (Crenshaw), 2
American Federation of Labor: and vocational education, 69, 77, 81, 82
American Federation of Teachers of the Mathematical and Natural Sciences, 147
American Historical Association, 263, 269
American Home School for Girls (Berlin), 240
American Journal of Anthropology, 253
American Journal of Education, 96
American Medical Association, 281
American Museum of Natural History, 108
American Nation Series, 263
American Philosophical Society, 109
American Physical Society, 147
"Ä r me r i k a n i s c h e S t i m m e n ü b e r Schulungelegenheiten," (Dieterweg), 52
Amerika über Schule, deutsche Schule, amerikanische Schule und deutsch-amerikanische Schule, Aus, (Dahls), 48
Amerikanisches Schulwesen (Dieterweg), 53
Anglo-American Milwaukee Academy, 187
Anthony, Katherine, 244
Antioch College, 236, 243
apprenticeship: system in U.S., 76; contrast with in Germany, 79–80
Ardt, Johannes, 169
Arnold, Matthew, 22, 235, 242
Aspekten der Gegenwart (Hall), 236
Association for the Advancement of Clinical Research, 279
Association of American Universities, 272
Association of Collegiate Alumnae (ACA), 243, 244
Astor, William B.; studies at Göttingen University, 202
Ausbildung, 197
Bache, Alexander Dallas, 4, 5, 6, 24, 28; report on European educational systems for Gérard College for Orphans, 23, 24–5; on Prussian school organization, 26–7; contrasts French and Prussian school regulations, 27; on elementary schools, 28–9; on middle schools, 29, 30; on Prussian secondary schools, 29–30; on examinations for secondary school teachers, 33; on contradiction between German political and educational systems, 37
Baird, Spencer F., 113
Balch, Emily Greene; studies at University of Berlin, 244
Baltimore College of Dental Surgery: female graduates of, 231
Bamberger, Ludwig, 360
Bancroft, George, 209, 260, 273; studies at Göttingen University, 202
Bannier und Volksfrönd, 184
Barker, Lewellys, 281, 286; and Johns Hopkins Medical School, 279–80; studies at Munich, 282
Barnard, Frederick A.P., 237
Barnard, Henry, 4, 34, 96; report on European educational systems, 23–4, 25; on secondary schools, 29; on teacher training, 33; on status of teachers in Germany, 34; criticism of
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- German system, 34; on contradiction between
  German policial and educational system, 37;
  on normal schools for women in Prussia, 232;
  on women’s education, 233
Barnard College, 237
Bayhoffer, Karl Theodor, 48
Beacon Street School (Newark): German school, 4
Beckwith, Holmes, 76, 77; on vocational
  education schools in Munich, 76–7, 79
Bercher, Catherine, 86
Bercher, Henry Ward, 217
Bell, James W., 242
Belleville: kindergartens in, 45
Benet Law (on private parochial schools), 117
Berlischingen: Götz von, 249
Berlin, 17, 29, 88, 104, 108, 112, 201; seminar
  school in, 30, 131; program of vocational
  education in, 64; medical short courses
  offered at, 278; medical clinics in, 282; see also
  University of Berlin
Bessel, Friedrich Wilhelm: and precision
  measurement, 138
Bevan, Arthur Dean, 281, 285
Bickmore, Albert, 108
Bildung, 121, 196–7, 208, 261
bilingualism, 3, 7, 9, 10, 16, 119, 127; decline
  of, 10–11; in Milwaukee, 10, 177, 178–9, 182,
  188
Bischoff, Theodor von, 233
Blom, Otto: on von, 203, 217, 262, 263
Blodstein, Burton, 137, 152
Bloom, Alan: impact of German philosophy on
  U.S., 211
Blow, Susan Elizabeth: and development of
  kindergartens, 90–2, 93, 94, 96, 97
Bodmer, Karl, 106
Boeck, Maria: see Kraus-Boeck, Maria
Bonn, 252; science seminar at, 130, 132; medical
  clinics in, 282
Bonnier, Thomas N., 229
Bormann, Heinrich: on German immigrants, 45
Boston, 48, 75, 88, 98; natural history societies
  in, 109, 110
Boston: Natural History Museum, 108
Boschwitz, Nathaniel, 104
Boyesen, Hjalmar, 242
Brenner, 48
Breiau: science seminar at, 130; medical clinics
  in, 282
Briggs, Charles Augustus, 225, 226
British Museum, 108, 111
Brooklyn Botanical Garden, 111
Broomall, Anna: studies in Vienna, 242
Bryan, Anna: and German kindergarten
  pedagogy, 94, 96
Bryn Mawr, 243; German influence at, 239–40
Buchanan, Janet, 217
Buddebrooks (Mass.), 135
Burges, John W., 237, 263, 265, 273
Buswell, Horace, 217
Butler, Nicholas Murray, 237
Calvert, George Henry, 249
Calvin, John, 220, 221
Camptown schools (Pennsylvania), 170, 172
Capital (Mass.), 49
Carnegie Foundation, 276
Carlyle, Thomas, 249
Catholicae of Science (Sheets-Pyenson), 105
Catholic church, 222, 233; orders and female
  education, 115, 122–6; and education reform,
  184
Central Association of Science and Mathematics
  Teachers: Physics Section “committee of three”
  and “new movement” among physics teachers,
  143–4, 146–7
Chamberlain, Thomas, 137; and value of
  precision measurement exercises, 138–9; and
  ethical benefits of scientific education, 139
Charming, Ewe: studies at University of Leipzig,
  243
Charleston: natural history society in, 109
Chicago, 75; kindergartens in, 45, 96
Chicago Kindergarten Training School (later
Chicago Kindergarten Training College), 96;
establishment of Gertrude House (student
residence hall) at, 97–8
Child, Francis James, 247
Chute, Horatio N., 149; and importance of
  precision measurements, 139–40
Cincinnati, 75, 105, 230
City Club of Chicago, 75
Clark University, 234; and women, 228, 236
Clark, Edward H.: opposes higher education for
  women, 233, 235
Classical Association of the Middle West and
  South, 254
Classical Journal, 254
Classical Philology, 254
Clifford, Geraldine Jonich, 230
correction, 122, 125
Cogswell,Joseph G.: studies at Göttingen
University, 202, 247
Cole, Rufus: and medical training and research,
  281, 283
College Entrance Examination Board, 148; acceptance
  of laboratory experiments in high
  school science courses, 136, 143
Cologne Реalization: emphasis on modern
  subjects, 30
Columbia University, 272; Teachers College,
  99, 141, 237; University Council, 237
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Douglas, Paul: supports vocational education, 69, 78, 79, 80
Douglas Commission Report: on vocational education, 69
Dulany, Rudolph, 48, 53, 54; on Douai, 49–50
Durant, Henry, 238
Edwards, Jonathan, 232
Eggleston, Edward, 266
Einrichtung der Schulen in der Deutschen Lutherischen Gemeinde in und bey der Stadt Philadelphia (Helmuth), 169
elementary schools: German, 24, 33; in Prussia, 26; during Vorzeit, 28; German teachers, 33, 34, 35; J.R. Parsons investigates Prussian system of; 59; interest in centralization of formation of elementary school curriculum in U.S., 63
Eliot, Charles and vocational education, 69
Elizabeth Peabody House (Boston): kindergarten at, 95
Ely, Richard, 242
Eells, Walter, 249
Emerson, Ralph Waldo: and Goethe, 249
Endres, Christian, 167, 170
Engelmann, George: and St. Louis Academy of Science, 111; and Missouri Botanical Garden, 111
Engelmann, Peter, 112, 189; and German-English Academy (Milwaukee), 180
Engels, Friedrich, 49
Enlightenment, 9, 150, 160, 175
England, 26, 30, 37; influences on American natural history museums, 104
Erhaltungsliteratur, 168
Erinnerungen aus dem Leben eines Unbeleibten (Borstein), 44
Erlangen: science seminar at, 130, 132
Ernst, Professor: teachers at Northwestern College, 120–1
Essays on Representative Men (Emerson), 249
Ethical Culture Society: see New York Ethical Culture Society
Eugenics, 94
Evangelical Alliance, 217
Evangelium (Longfellow), 249
Evangelisches Magazin, 9, 157, 176
Everett, Edward, 209; studies at Göttingen University, 202, 247
Examples of Industrial Education (Leavitt), 75
Fabricius, Sebastian Andreas, 165
Falck, Adalbert, 124
“Failing Game,” 91
Factory Bill (England), 26
Faust, Albert, 228, 231
“Faust (Goethe), 250

Commercial Club of Chicago: and vocational education, 74, 78
Commentary on the Holy Scriptures, A (Langbein): Schaff edits, 217
Commission on National Aid to Vocational Education, 78
Constitutional and Political History of the United States, (Holabird), 262; praise for, 263; criticism of, 267, 269
“The Consent of Children’s Minds.” (Prayer), 62
Cooley, Edwin, 73; and industrial continuation schools, 73, 74, 78, 81
Cornell University, 234, 239; and German influence, 233
corporal punishment, 32–3
Couzin, Victor: report on German educational system, 22, 27
Cowley, W.H., 228
Crell, August Leopold, 132
Cremin, Lawrence, 2, 70
Crew, Henry: on physics teachers, 141, 142, 147
Cuvier, George, 106
Davis, Katharine Benent, 236
Dean, Walter: studies in Germany, 282
Democratic-Republican Club (Philadelphia): Muhlenberg committed to, 170
democracy in education, 231
Deutsch-Amerikanische Lehrerterminer Volkszeiten, 118
Deutsche Kirchenfreund, Der, 216
Deutsche Schriften, 45, 46
Dewey, John, 67, 94; and vocational education, 69, 80–1; on Illinois industrial education bill, 81; views Germany as backward, 100
Dickinson College, 161
Diehl, Carl, 196
Diestersweg, Friedrich Adolph Wilhelm, 6, 27, 43, 45, 46, 48; contributes to comparative foreign pedagogy, 50–1; and role of religion in schools, 51–2, 53, 54; believes all children should attend school, 92; political situation in Germany and U.S., 52–3; Amerikanisches Schulwesen, 53; on German teacher training, 54; evaluation of American schools, 54–5
Dimock, Susan: studies medicine in Zürich, 241
Dorflinger, Carl, 112; director of Milwaukee Public Museum, 113
Dominicans (nun), 7, 123, 124
Dorotheenam school (Berlin), 29
Draper, Andrew, 59
Dr. Martin Luther College, 121
Douai, Adolph, 45, 48–50; supports abolition, 49; on kindergarden, 49, 88; founds German-American Hoboken Academy, 49; establishes Douai Institute school, 49
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Federalism, 9; Helmuth and member of von Mohren society committed to, 170
Fichte, Johann, 67
Fichts, Alice, 100
Flin, Alice, 15; on medical education in Europe, 275, 278, 280–1, 283–4; plan to reform medical education, 285–6, 287
Fliedner, Theodore, 232
“Forty-Eighters” (“48ers”), 7, 112, 118, 180
Framingham Normal School, 107
France: and school regulations, 27; school examinations, 39; influences on American natural history museums, 104; education reform in, 145
Franciscans (nuns), 7, 123–4
Francke, August Hermann, 157, 159–60
Francke, Gottleib August, 157, 158, 169, 174
Frankenberg, Caroline Louise, 88
Franklin, Benjamin, 24
Franklin and Marshall College, 223
Franklin College, 158, 165, 174
Frederick the Great: and education, 23
Frederick Paul Wilhelm, Duke of Württemberg: interest in natural history, 106
Frederick William IV, 215, 217
Freiburg University, 231; science seminar at, 130; von Holst at, 264, 265
Frie religi e Gernmei, 48
Freud, Friedrich von: and medical research, 277
Friedrich Wilhelm—Gymnasium (Berlin), 30
Froebel, Carl, 80
Froebel, Friedrich, 43, 48, 49, 88, 91, 93, 101, 112; and importance of German pedagogy in German-American schools, 55; and kindergarten, 49, 85, 86–7, 89, 95, 96, 98
Galbraith, Anna Mary: studies medicine in Munich, 242
Galstin, Albert: and education in Philadelphia, 169
Gammison, Fielding: on Friedrich Muller, 281
Gerhard, Paul, 169
Gerhard, William J.: and Milwaukee Public Museum, 113
Gerhardinger, Theresa Maria: superior of Sisters of Notre Dame, 124, 125
German-American Elementar und Realschule (Newark), 44
German American Encyclopedia (von Holst ed.), 259
German-American Hoboken Academy, 44, 49
German-American schools, 9, 44–5; democratic principles of immigrant German teachers reflected in, 46, 47, parochial, 183
German American Teacher Association, 48, 49, 89; Second Teachers Congress of, 46–7;
Eleventh Teachers Congress adopts resolution discussing relationship between German and American pedagogy, 47
German-American Teachers’ Seminary: see National German-American Teachers’ Seminary
German-American teachers’ society (Louisville), 46
German Educational Reformer (Barnard), 233
German Experiences in the United States, The (Faust), 226
German-English Academy (Milwaukee), 10, 112, 177, 178, 179, 182–3, 187, 188; museum, 112–13; and Peter Englemann, 180, 182; foundation of, 180–1; abandons bilingualism, 189
German-English School 14 (Boston), 44, 45; and impact of Heinen, 46
German Historical School in American Scholarship, The, (Herbst), 196, 228–9
German Industrial Education and Its Lessons for the United States (Brockway), 76
German Reformed Church, 218, 223, 224
German Reformed Seminary (Meckion, Pa.), 214, 218
German Society of Pennsylvania, 167; scholarships funded by, 161; and conflict with Helmuth, 167
German Women’s Association, 93
German: Germany: foreigners observe educational system of, 21–41; and contradictions between political and educational systems, 35, 36–7; journalism in, 36; criticisms of educational system, 39–40; Soderg, 40; interdependence of educational theories in and development of U.S. education, 43–56; and democratic ideals of immigrant teachers to U.S., 45, 46; impact of democratic pedagogical ideals in, 47, National Assembly, 48; Dietzweg on political situation in, 52–3; Americans study at universities in, 57; unification of in 1871, 57, 58; practice of promoting patriotism through educational system, 64; economic growth of justifies American examinations of educational system, 65; and vocational education, 75–82; and roots of economic boom, 71; system of apprenhenship, 79–80; influences on American natural history museums, 103–14; explorers of American west, 106–7; Americans study with scientists in, 107–8; immigrants to U.S. committed to establishing institutions comparable to those in Germany, 110–14; impact of immigrants on Midwestern schools, 115–28; influence of instruction of physics in U.S., 129–53; and science seminars, 129, 130, 131, 132, 133; state teaching
Heinzen, Karl, 45, 49; pedagogy of, 46
Helmut, Janus Heinrich Christian 9–10, 12, 13, 158, 167, 170, 171, 173–4, 175–6; and formation of von Mosheim Society, 157, 165–6; 1867, plan to establish comprehensive system of German-American education in Philadelphia, 157–8, 159, 161, 162, 169; on Enlightenmement, 160; on combining traditional Catholic culture with traditional support for charity schools, 161; fear of social disorder without maintenance of German culture, 162–3, 166; suggests method for supporting German-American school system, 164; and conflict with Muhlenberg, 167; three German schools in Philadelphia, 170–1; on connection between religion and education, 171, 172; and Federalalen, 170, 175
Hemple, Adolph, 113
Henry, Bishop and parochial schools in Milwaukee, 123
Herbertian schools, 65
Herbst, Jurek, 92, 194, 228, 229, 232, 266; studies cultural transfers from Germany to U.S., 196
Herholz, Othmar, 231, 241
Hermann and Dorothee (Goethe), 249
Herzog, J.J., 217
Heuser, Meta: influence on Philip Schaff, 214
Hicketh, Hermann, 231
Historische Zeitschrift, 260
“History of the Eclectic Powers of the Government of the United States,” (Harr), 263
History of the Christian Church (Schaff), 219
Hoboken, 48; kindergartens in, 45
Hoboken Academy (Hoboken, N.J.), 44
Hodge, Charles, 217, 222, 224
Holzer, Amalie, 97
Hollinger, David, 137
Holst, Hermann Eduard von, 14, 15; and University of Chicago, 257–74; and graduate education, 258, 262, 270–1; studies at University of Dorpat, 259; politics of, 259, 261; and Sybel, 260, 261; at University of Freiburg, 262–3, 264; commitment to German unification, 263; lectures at Johns Hopkins, 264; and Constitutional and Political History of the United States, 265–6; criticism of works, 266–7; conflicts over nature of university, 268, 271; concern with reform of U.S. university system, 272; opposed American imperialism, 273
Horowitz, Helen Lefkowitz, 238
Horsford, Eben, 238
Howard, Ada L.; and German influence on U.S. higher education, 238
Hübner, Emil, 252
Hull House (Chicago), 95, 97
“Humblie Suggestions of a Plan How Religious Schools Might Be Established,” (Helmuth), 163, 164
Humboldt, Alexander von, 29, 106
Humboldt, Wilhelm von, 175, 273
Hutchinson, Emile, 229
Huxley, Thomas Henry, 93, 224
Hyatt, Alphonse, 108
Idongesochite, 15
immigration, 58; history of, 2, 3
Indianapolis: kindergartens in, 45
to industrial expansion schools: see vocational education, 72–82
“The Industrial Continuation Schools of Munich,” (Hamor), 73
Industrial Education and Industrial Conditions in Germany, 72–3
Industrial Revolution, 41
Institutioh histrique des atavoscur (von Mosheim), 166
International Kindergarten Union, 98
Iphigenie, 249
Jahrliche für Lehre und Schriftsteller, 50
Jameson, J. Franklin, 269
Janney, Nelson: studies in Munich, 282
Jefferson Medical College Hospital, 280
Jena: Americans study at university, 57
Jewett, Milò P.: and German influence on U.S. higher education, 238
Johns Hopkins Hospital: influence of German medical education, 277, 279
Johns Hopkins University, 233–4, 239, 249, 272; exclusion of women, 228; employs German techniques, 239; and graduate education, 235, 269; foundation of, 253; Greek chair at, 254; von Holst lectures at, 264; medical school, 276, 277, 279, 283, 284; plan to reform medical education, 285
Johns Hopkins University Studies in History and Political Science, 253, 270
Johnson, Reverdy, 235
journalism: German, 36
Judson, Harry P.: and German influence at University of Chicago, 268
Kaiserwerth: nurses training at, 232
Kammen, Michael, 256
Kanonofischer in Kampagne in Frankreich, 250
Lehensantrittungen, 48
Leipzig, 92, 201, 206: program of manual training in, 64; women attend university at, 243
Leusiter, Elize, 232
Lewes, George Henry, 249
Life of Goethe (Lewes), 249
Lincoln, Abraham, 317
Linneman Society (London), 110
Livingston Female Academy, 232
Longfellow, Henry Wadsworth, 249: studies at Grinnell University, 202
Loed, Frances, 92
Lortimer quartet, 30
Louisville, Kentucky, and German-American teachers’ society, 46
Lowell, James Russell, 249
Lusk, Graham: and medical education in the U.S., 279, 281, 284
Luther, Martin, 169, 222
Lutheran church: and education, 119–22, 157, 158; in Pennsylvania, 165; and education reform, 184
Lutheran Synod of Wisconsin, 121
Lynd, Helen, 66
Lynd, Robert 66
Lychinska, Mary, 96
McCormick, Cyrus, 217
Macale, William, 106; moves to New Harmony, 109
McMaster, John Bach, 266
McMicken College: at University of Cincinnati, 147; 149–50; and “new movement” among physics teachers, 143, 144–5; and Teutonic approach, 154; on causes for drop in enrollment in physics courses, 150
Mann, Horace, 21, 34, 41, 59, 60, 67, 107; report on German educational system, 4, 24, 25, 29, 39, 57; on elementary school teachers, 32; on teacher training, 33; criticism of German system, 34, 35, 36; and contradiction between German political and educational policy, 37, 38; on educational policy in the U.S., 36–9
Mann, Thomas, 135
manual training: for vocational education
Marburg, 48
Marenholz-Billow, Baron von, 88, 91, 93, 95, 96; and urban free kindergarten, 94
Marwedel, Emma, 88, 89, 92–4
Marx, Karl, 45, 49
Massachusetts Commission on Industrial Education, 78

Kant, Emanuel, 67
Kantor (Lutheran parochial school teacher), 115, 120–2, 126–7
Kapp, Friedrich, 259–60, 262
Kapp, Marie, 231
Kay, Joseph, 24: report on German education of, 33, 34; and contradictions between German political and educational system, 37
Kellerschulze: and German-English Academy, 187
Kerschensteiner, Georg, 4, 5, 6, 70; and vocational education, 73, 75, 76, 77–8, 78–9, 81, 82; speaking tour of U.S., 74, 75, 82
Kind, Paul: influence on Philip Schaff, 214
kindergarten, 7, 8, 10, 16, 45, 48, 49, 99, 228; women and, 85–101; Americanization of, 85, 95; pedagogy, 86, 87, 96; urban free kindergarten, 94–5, 96; interaction between American and German, 95–6; training schools for teachers, 96, 97, 98; religious overtones of movement, 98; encourages female professionalism and social activism, 100–1
Kindergarten Magazine, 97
Kingsbury, Mary, 244
Kirsch und Schule in Nordamerika, Die (Wimmer), 57
Knapp’s German-English Institute (Baltimore), 44
Kopp, Albert: established St. Louis Museum, 110–11; interest in paleontology, 111
Kohlrausch, Friedrich, 134
Köhler, Friedrich, 266
Königsberg: science seminar at, 130, 132
Kraus, Rodolph, 279, 281
Kraus-Boeille, Maria, 86–9, 96
Krel, Ludolf, 279, 281
Kreige, Marilda, 88, 89
Krommacher, William, 214–15
Kulthukampf, 124, 262
Kuzene, Johann Friedrich, 158, 161, 162, 173, 174
Laing, Gordon Jennings, 254
land grant colleges, 254
Lane, George Martin, 251
Lange, Johann Peter, 217
Lapham, Increase A., 112
Latin Comasaur (Gildersleeve), 245
Law of 1874 (Prussia), 124
Lawrence, Christopher, 278–9
Leamed, William S., 152
Leavitt, Frank: and industrial continuation schools, 75–6
Legare, Hugh Swinton, 249
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Maximilian, Price of Wied-Neuwied, 106
Mead, George Herbert, 69; advocates formation of continuation schools, 75
Mead, Gertrude, 240
Medical Education in Europe, (Flexner), 278
medicine, x; female education in, 231, 241
German influences on American clinical, 275–87; technological changes, 275, 281–2
Melcher, Samuel, 281, 284; studies at Berlin, 279
“Mersburg theology,” 222, 223; see also Schleiermacher, Philip
Messerli, Jonathan: on impact of Mann’s report on German educational system, 39
Menager, Walter: on German influence on educational freedom, 228
Meyer, A.B., 114
Michigan, University of, 137
Milwaukee (Lynd and Lynd), 66
Milikan, Robert, 141–2
Milwaukee, 105, 189; German-American schools in, 9, 10, 16, 177–92; and German language 10, 11, 118, 178, 179; influence of German population in, 112–13; natural history societies in, 112; and Catholic education, 123; Board of School Commissioners, 179; and assimilation of German-American population, 190, 191
Milwaukee Normal School, 117
Milwaukee public schools, 177–8; and high school, 178; 112; and German language instruction in, 178, 185, 190; German-American support of, 181–2; and education reform, 183–5; enrollment in, 185–8
Milwaukee Public Museum, 113
Milwaukee School of Art, 179, 182, 183
Milwaukee Turner Society, 177
Milwaukee University School, 178, 191–2
Mind of the Child, The (Preyer), 93
Missouri Synod (Lutheran), 120; establishes teacher training faculty, 120
Mollhauser, Henri Baldwin, 106–7
Moody, Dwight L., 217
Monte, Samuel F.B., 217
Mosheim, Johann Lorenz von, 165–6, 169
Mosheim Society, Von (Philadelphia), 9, 137–76; question of appropriate German-language literature for children, 168–9; Federalism of many members of, 170, 175
Motley, John L., 203
Mount Holyoke College, 237
Muhlenberg, Friedrich Augustus: conflict with Helmuth, 167, 170
Muhlenberg, Heinrich Melchior, 157, 158, 165, 174
Muhlenberg, Peter, 173
Müller, Friedrich J., 286; as medical educator, 279, 280, 281, 282, 284, 285, 286
Müller, Margarethe, 231
Munich, 108, 201; and vocational education, 4, 5, 6, 70, 73, 74, 75, 76, 77, 78, 79, 81, 82; science seminar at, 130, 132; center of medical education, 275, 277, 279, 280, 281, 282, 283
Museum of Comparative Zoology: see Harvard University, Museum of Comparative Zoology at; university, 113–14; see also natural history museums
Myers, George E., 80; on vocational education, 77
National Academy of Sciences, 24
National Association of Manufacturers: Standing Committee on Education, 58; and vocational education, 69, 77, 78, 81, 82; report of Committee on Industrial Education, 71; on causes of German economic growth, 71
National Commission on the Teaching of Elementary Physics, 147
National Deutsch-Americanische Lehrerseminarie, 118; see also National German-American Teachers’ Seminary
National Education Association: on vocational education, 69; and root of German economic competition, 71; recognizes kindergarten teaching as department of, 99
National German-American Teachers’ Alliance, 180
National German-American Teachers’ Association, 126
National German-American Teachers’ Seminary (Milwaukee), 10, 118, 119, 177, 178, 179, 187, 191
National Society for the Promotion of Industrial Education: and vocational educators, 69; and root of German economic competition, 71; sponsors Kerschensteiner’s speaking tour in U.S., 73
Nationalzeitung, 26
“Nationalization of Education and the Universities,” (von Hobel), 272
natural history museums, 103–14
Natural History Society(ies) in Wisconsin, 112, 113; supports Milwaukee Public Museum, 113
Naumyn, Bernard, 277
Nechling, Henry, 113
Neighborhood House (Louisville), 95, 96
Nevin, John Williams: and “Mersburg theology,” 222
New England Hospital for Women and Children, 230, 241
New York, 49, 59, 65, 75; kindergarten in, 45; natural history society in, 109, 110
New York Ethical Culture Society, 93; establishes free kindergartens, 95
New York Sabbath Committee, 216–17
New Yorker Domnak, 49
New Yorker Volkszeitung, 49
Newark, 47; kindergartens in, 45
Newton, Mabel, 229
Nightingale, Florence, 232
Nipperdey, Thomas, 127
Nooack, Karl, and students, 131
normal schools, 118; see also teachers
Northwestern College, 120; program emphasizes Christian higher education and Herbertian ideal, 121
Northwestern University, 141
"Notes on the History of Foreign Influence upon Education in the United States," (Hinsdale), 228
Notz, Professor: teaches at Northwestern College, 120
O’Briain, Susan: on religious orders and female professionalism, 126
Olmstead, Frederick Law, 259
orphans, 24
Ostert, William, 279, 280; and Johns Hopkins Medical School, 276, 277; on German teaching methods, 277–8; and reform of medical education, 285, 286
Owen, Richard, 111
Palmer, Patricia, 238
Paris, 108, 109
Parker, Harriet, 243
Parliament of Religion and Christendom, 217, 225
parochial schools, 7, 10, 120–8
Parsons, James Russell: investigates Prussian elementary education, 4, 59, 60–7; similarities to Prince’s conclusions, 60; supports compulsory school attendance, 60, 61; and reforming teacher education, 61–3; and vocational education, 63–4; and education for girls, 64
Parsons, Talbot: and industrial, democratic and educational revolutions, 21, 40
Peabody, Elizabeth, 85, 88, 89, 93, 96
Peale, Charles William, 109
Peckham, George W., 112
pedagogy, 43–56; and seminars in physics, 130–2
Pennbrooke College, 237
Pennsylvania, 9; charity schools of, 158, 159, 172; religious schools in, 171–2
Pennsylvania College for Dental Surgery: and female education, 231
Postalozi, Johann Heinrich, 22, 31, 92, 97, 101, 105
Postalozi–Froebel House (Berlin), 95, 96, 97, 98, 99
Political Science, 113, 157, 158; and German–American schools, 158, 161, 170, 171; and influence of German population, 110; and natural history displays, 110; Helmuth on location for systematic development of German-American educational system, 163, 164, 169; three German Lutheran schools in, 170–1; adopis plan for secondary education, 176; and Academy of Natural Sciences Philadelphia Society for the Establishment and Support of Charity Schools; 172
physics: influence of German methods on U.S. instruction, 129–135; and precision measurement, 129, 130, 133, 138, 139, 149; and German science seminars, 129, 130, 134, 133, 138; introduction of French mathematical into Germany, 133; professionalization of instruction in, 132, 136; ethical values deriving from, 137, 138, 139; and shift from precision measurement exercise, 140–1, 151; and “new movement” among teachers, 143, 144, 148, 152; Charles Mann and “Tuitionic approach” to science, 145; declining enrollment in courses, 150; see also teachers
Pickering, Timothy, 171
pietism, 9, 157, 163
Pollock, Louise, 88, 89
Pollock, Susan, 88, 89
Ponche, Theodor, 48
Postdam: high church school in, 29
Preyer, Wilhelm, 92, 93
Prince, John Tilden: investigates German educational system, 4, 59, 60–7; similarities to Parsons’ conclusions, 60; supports compulsory school attendance, 60–1; and reforming teacher education, 61–3; and vocational education, 63–4; and education for girls, 64; interest in arithmetic and geography instruction, 64–5
Prince: Theological Seminary, 224
Princeton Theological Seminary, 224
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